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Featured articles and news

Peter Barber interview

Interview with award-winning architect Peter Barber. "We can’t
sustain low density suburbs - density isn't a choice, it's a necessity."

ACM Cladding

Updates on the Grenfell
Tower cladding investigations.

 

Celotex RS5000

Polyisocyanurate (PIR)
insulation - what we know so
far.

Transit Elevated Bus

China's elaborate idea for a
mass-transport system has
been abandoned.

Protecting open space

Conservation area
designation can be crucial,
but treatment of individual
parks varies considerably.

NEC4 Design and Build

ICE publish NEC4 Design,
Build and Operate contract.

Strategic brief

How to prepare a strategic
brief and what to put in it.

America's failing
infrastructure

$2 trillion is needed over the
next 10 years to fix America's
roads.

Featured building

A strange experimental building in the Open City field of
architectural experimentation in Chile.

Around the web

Gov.uk 26 June

Sajid Javid announces the
creation of an independent
expert advisory panel on fire
safety.

Wired, 26 June

The Wonkavator could
revolutionise the shape of
cities.

Jacobin, 26 June

Owen Hatherley in defence of
high-rise tower blocks.

ICE, 26 June

The most influential women in
engineering.

CIH, 23 June

The jump in the number of
homeless households in
temporary accommodation is
'staggering'.

Construction Manager, 23
June

What does the Queen's
Speech mean for
construction?

The Guardian, 23 June

National Audit Office
condemns 'risky and
expensive' Hinkley Point C.

RIBA, 23 June

RIBA announce their National
Award Winners 2017.

Evening Standard, 22 June

Richard Rogers says the
Garden Bridge can help
London retain its global status.
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